AUDITING, FREIGHT PAYMENT AND REPORTING
Carriers are not perfect.

When you’re shipping hundreds or thousands of packages daily, it’s a given that some will hit a snag. Whether due
to a late arrival or a simple billing error, uncovering these anomalies can reveal thousands in improper payments with
potential for reimbursement.
iDrive provides a true carrier agreement rate audit for each shipment by analyzing 42 distinct data points,
including the identification of billing errors, reclamation of service guarantees, and cost allocation.
While other audit providers say they offer a “rate audit” they are likely offering a “zero audit,” just looking for
absent incentives. By choosing iDrive’s more comprehensive solution, carriers are accountable to you for the
proper rating of each shipment according to your agreement. And just to make your life easier, you can join the
dozens of companies that use iDrive’s freight payment service to ensure payment and credit accuracy. Auditing
and paying the freight carriers has never been easier.

Actionable Business Intelligence: Looking into the Future

iDrive’s audit solution isn’t merely about looking into the past. Our data management system stores your shipping
transactions and provides comprehensive reporting tools with invaluable insight into your shipping characteristics.
Our ad hoc reporting allows you to see different trends and detect inefficiencies with your service selections. By
using iDrive’s auditing and reporting solution, you get enhanced visibility into your transportation practices that
will ultimately equate into better decision making and improving your bottom line.

iDrive: stronger audit, easier payment, greater intelligence.

Call 888.797.0929

AUDITING, FREIGHT PAYMENT
AND REPORTING

We are very pleased with the performance of iDrive Logistics. We have cut
costs in our small parcel, LTL, and our IT functions due to the services provided. iDrive has simplified and improved every aspect of our transportation
needs, and our business partnership continues to be a win, win, win for us.
TOM STUBBS

VP FINANCE, DATA SUPPLIES INC.

Features of Audit, Freight Payment and Reporting Service
•
•
•
•
•
•

All invoices audited for correctness
Any shipment eligible for credit is filed for automatically, saving you and your team critical
time and manual effort
Freight payment on your company’s behalf
Access to reporting tools that provide real knowledge into your shipping characteristics
Visibility of your transportation practices equating into better decision making
Improved bottom line

The iDrive Difference

Carrier Agreement
Rate Audit
We provide a true carrier
agreement rate audit for each
shipment. While some other
audit providers say they offer
a “rate audit” they are likely
offering a “zero audit”, just
looking for absent incentives.

Superior Dashboard
Reports
We provide an extraordinarily
simple way to customize
executive dashboard reports
and shipping/logistics metrics.

Quarterly
Reviews
We provide professional
quarterly reviews and training
to ensure optimal use and
understanding of our
auditing tools.

Call iDrive today! 888.797.0929

(888) 797-0929

www.idrivelogistics.com

sales@idrivelogistics.com

